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ABSTRACT
As the population is increasing rapidly, Energy demands also needs to be fulfilled efficiently, for that
supervision and monitoring of power system in various dynamic events have to be done precisely, Such tasks
are normally done by Supervisory control and Data Acquisition System(SCADA) and Phasor Measurement
Unit(PMU) also. PMU is best among all in terms of accuracy and time delaying as it uses Global Positioning
System for synchronization with other PMU’s, and strong phasor estimation algorithm with less number of
samples giving accurate and real time tracking of power system in normal events as well as dynamic events.
This paper finds the potential of phasor estimation for PMU application using various algorithms and will
compare Least square method and Discrete Fourier Transform method for various dynamic events as per IEEE
standard of synchrophasor measurement in next paper, Morever dynamic events will not be model based signals,
in earlier literatures model based signals were used, that problem will be eliminated in this paper.
Index Terms: Discrete Fourier Transfrom, phasor measurement units, wide area monitoring, smart grids.
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I. INTRODUCTION
the subspace-based techniques are taken into
Phasor measurement units are vital part of
account to find the fundamental phasor without antiany WAM, PMU’S are used to get fundamental
aliasing filter to the input signal. In [4], two precise
phasors from distorted as well pure sinusoidal
and fast dynamic phasor estimation techniques
waves, that means PMU’S are able to give
subjected oscillations and off nominal conditions are
fundamental magnitude, phase, frequency as well as
discussed, These methods utilizes the signal model
rate of change of frequency from a input signal. The
under some dynamic conditions, then linearize them
input signal may be distorted from modulation
using Taylor’s coeffcient expansion, and then least
event, frequency ramp event, noise event, and step
square technique is used to find the phasor.
events also. These all disturbances have been taken
Frequency and its rate of change are also calculated
into account, and algorithm is tested, as per IEEE
using adjacent phasors with minimum complexity.
C37.118.1-2011 standards. The phasor estimation
In [5], phasor estimation algorithm based on
based on DFT and least error square algorithm are
conventional
very old techniques and best suited for pure
Discrete Fourier Transform is discussed,
sinusoidal signal, but for dynamic events, the
normally DFT gives very good performance for
algorithm fails to get fundamental phasor, for
static signals but it is unsuitable for dynamic signals.
dynamic events DFT and least square algorithms
In [6] phasor estimation algorithm based on taylor
can be used with filters, then it will lead to huge cost
series and least square algorithm is discussed which
requirement, all these demerits made above
has been implemented and has been tested for pure
algorithms unsuitable for estimation of dynamic
sinusoidal wave as well some dynamic signals, We
phasors. In [1], taylor series based algorithm is
have replaced model based signal from some
discussed, the dynamic phasor of an observation
nd
dynamic signals as per IEEE standard of
data window is imprecised by 2 order taylor series,
synchrophasor measurement. In [7], a phasor
algorithm here is models based algorithm but PMU
estimation technique based on modified least square
must be capable of estimating phasor for every
algorithm is considered to find the dynamic phasor
signal, so it can be unsuitable for some other
of a fundamentamental component of frequency
dynamics. In [2], a phasor estimation technique ,
with time-changing amplitude. The fault current is
with Hilbert transform and convolution is discussed,
supposed to be the mixture of a decaying dc offset,
the algorithm here is little complex and not based on
decaying fundamental frequency component and
simple procedures. In [3], dynamic phasor estimator
harmonic having constant amplitude. the decaying
based on subspace technique is proposed which is
dc offset exponential function and fundamental
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frequency component are changed by Taylor series
and coefficients. Then, the Least Square method is
utilized to find the time constants and magnitudes of
decaying components. In [8], DFT is used, a fault
current is taken into account as it contains decaying
dc component, normally DFT has inaccuracy in
phasor estimation. The algorithm can be
implemented in four steps- Generation of auxiliary
signal by high frequency modulation of fault then
DFT of summation of auxiliary signal and fault
current is found out. There are some more literatures
also[9-11] to estimate phasors for dynamic
conditions, There are significant differences among
them. The above discussed literatures have many
advantages and disadvantages too, all of them have
different performances for different test signals. The
main problem while implementing the algorithm,
the algorithm must have simple procedures for
implementations. The above discussed algorithms
contains complex and large equations, The paper
has following sections- Section II describes phasor
estimation by Discrete Fourier Transform and Least
Square algorithm. Section III contains conclusion of
the work.

II. METHODOLOGY
Phasor Estimation by DFT
The commonly used method for phasor
estimation is the DFT. DFT is a digital filter that can
extract the phasor of the frequency components
inside the input signal. For realtime DFT, it is
always desirable to compute the phasor with lower
samples per cycle, which is usually 24 sample per
cycle in power system. In power system, DFT is
implemented using rectangular window . It is tuned
to work under known frequency and has no leakage
effect for the signal of that frequency or integer
multiples of it. Since the exact grid frequency is
non-stationary and often unknown due to continuous
disturbances, the leakage effect of DFT could be
dominant at off-nominal frequency conditions.
Therefore, DFT has to be tuned to the system
frequency such that holds true all the time[4].
Consider a sinusoidal input signal of frequency ,
given by
𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑜 𝑡 + 𝜑
(2)
Assume that is sampled times per cycle such that
To=N*Ts . Then,
2𝜋𝑘
𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛(
+ 𝜑)
𝑁
(3)
f s  Nf 0 . In the transform domain,
and
transformed components are separated by . Thus,
choice m = 1 corresponds to extracting the
fundamental frequency component. The Discrete
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Fourier Transform of contains the fundamental
frequency component given by
2
𝑋1 =
𝑁
2
𝑋1 =
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑥𝑘 𝑒 −𝑗
𝑘=0
𝑁−1

𝑘=0

2𝜋𝑘
𝑁

2𝜋𝑘
2
𝑥𝑘 cos(
)−𝑗
𝑁
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

2𝜋𝑘
𝑥𝑘 sin(
)
𝑁

𝑋1 = 𝑋𝐶 − 𝑗𝑋𝑆
(4)

Above equations(2),(3),(4) in [4],where in equation

(4)

X 1 is the calculated phasor; N is the total number
of samples in one cycleand X k is the k th sample
of waveform.And in equation (5) phase is given by
𝑋
𝜑 = tan−1 ( 𝑆 )
𝑋𝐶

(5)
Equation(5) in[4] Where in equation (6) 𝑋𝑆
is imaginary part of FFT of X 1 and 𝑋𝐶 is real part
of 𝑋1 As the phasor representation is only possible
for a pure sinusoid. In practice a waveform is often
corrupted with other signals of different frequencies.
It then becomes necessary to extract a single
frequency component of the signal and then
represent it by a phasor. Extracting a single
frequency component is often done with a “Fourier
transform” calculation. In sampled data systems,
this becomes the “discrete Fourier transform” (DFT)
or the “fast fourier transform” (FFT). It is only
possible to consider a portion of time span over
which the phasor representation is considered. This
time span, also known as the “data window”, is very
important in phasor estimation of practical
waveforms.
Phasor Estimation by Least square algorithm
Consider a single phase voltage signal corrupted by
Gaussian noise 𝜀(𝑡)
𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑋𝑚 cos 𝑤𝑡 + 𝜑 + 𝜀(𝑡)
(6)
And x (t ) is uniformly sampled at N times per
cycle of the signal to obtain:
2𝜋𝑛
𝑥𝑛 = 𝑋𝑚 cos
+ 𝜑 + 𝜀𝑛
𝑁
(7)
Where Xm is the peak voltage magnitude and is the
nominal frequency in radians,  is the phase angle
and

 n is a zero

mean Gaussian noise Now phasor

of the signal is:
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𝑋𝑚 𝑗𝜑
𝑒 = 𝑋𝑟 + 𝑋𝑖
2
𝑋𝑛 = 𝑋𝑚 cos 𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑛𝜃 − 𝑋𝑚 sin
(𝜑)sin(𝑛𝜃)
2𝜋
Where 𝜃 =
𝑋=

𝑁

 x0  cos(0)
 x  cos( )
 1  
 x2  cos(2 )
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The unknown phasor can be estimate from the
sampled data using data window of M samples[
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𝐵

(11)
Above equations (6),(7),(8),(9),(10),(11) in[5]
Finally the dynamic phasor of the fundamental
frequency component can be obtained as follows:
𝑋 = 𝑋1 + 𝑗𝑋2
X gives fundamental phasor and X 1 , X 2 are real
and imaginary parts of fundamental phasor Here

X
phase angle   tan ( 2 ) and magnitude M=
X1

[2].

[3].
[4].

[5].

X12  X 22 Unlike discrete Fourier transform
one of the advantage of the least square technique
is that it can be used for calculating phasors from
fractional cycle data window which are often used
in developing high speed relaying applications. If
M samples are used for estimating phasor of
sinusoid input signal sampled at rate of N samples
per cycle such that M is less than N then does not
forms a simple matrix and thereby increasing the
computational burden.

III. CONCLUSIONS
There is potential of phasor estimation in
Discrete fourier transform algorithm and Least
square algorithm for phasor estimation and these
can be developed and can be compared with each
other as per IEEE standard of synchrophasor
measurement.

(9)
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